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Lattice-gas decomposition model for equilibrium vacancy concentration in B2-ordered triple defect AeB
binary intermetallic systems previously formulated and solved within the BraggeWilliams approximation was now simulated by means of Semi-Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (SGCMC) technique. Simulations
of a ternary Ising lattice gas AeBeV with pair-interaction energies promoting the generation of
A-antisites and A-vacancies revealed a miscibility gap and a coexistence of vacancy-poor and vacancyrich phases within a wide range of temperature. The B2-ordered vacancy-poor phases were identiﬁed
with intermetallic compounds containing equilibrium number of vacancies, which, at sufﬁciently low
temperature, resulted proportional to the number of antisite defects. The latter effect additionally
accompanied by the presence of constitutional vacancies in B-rich systems was interpreted as a signature
of triple defect formation. The reliability of the model was checked by its implementation with NieAl
EAM potential and by comparing the calculated vacancy concentrations in NiAl with the available
experimental data. The modelled temperature dependence of the equilibrium vacancy concentration and
conﬁguration in triple defect B2-ordering binary intermetallics will be applied in Kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) simulations of “ordereorder” kinetics in these systems.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The presented study is a continuation of the previous one [1]
reporting on the modelling of point defect thermodynamics in
B2-ordered AB intermetalics. The works particularly address NiAl,
a compound of interest as a basis of promising construction
materials, which is a typical B2-ordering triple defect system
showing outstandingly high vacancy concentration [2]. Surprisingly, the vacancy-mediated “ordereorder” kinetics is in this
system much slower than e.g. in Ni3Al containing by 7 orders of
magnitude less vacancies [3]. The preliminary idea for explaining
the effect pointed at the fact that antisite defects in NiAl are
predominantly generated as triple defects, which means that: (i)
Ni-antisite and Ni-vacancy formation energies are markedly lower
than the corresponding formation energies for Al-antisites and Al
vacancies, (ii) vacancy and antisite concentrations are correlated:
two Ni-vacancies statistically associated with one Ni-antisite, (iii)
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vacancies reside preferentially on Ni-sublattice; their intersublattice jumps being energetically costly. Consequently, numerous
vacancies generated in a triple defect B2 system are much less
efﬁcient as disordering agents than few vacancies in a non-triple
defect system, also in L12-ordering Ni3Al.
With reference to our previous papers (see e.g. Ref. [4]) it is
intended to model the process by means of KMC simulations. In
view, however, of high vacancy concentration correlated with the
degree of long-range order (antisite concentration), standard
simulations performed with a ﬁxed number of vacancies are no
longer justiﬁed and the implementation of complete vacancy thermodynamics e i.e. temperature dependence of vacancy concentration, is deﬁnitely required. The elaboration and solution of a related
model constitutes the ﬁrst stage of the project.
Similarly as in the previous paper [1] vacancy thermodynamics is
considered within a model originally proposed by Schapink [5]. In
this approach a lattice gas composed of atoms and vacancies and
isostructural with the considered system decomposes into vacancyrich and vacancy-poor phases, the latter one being identiﬁed with
the system in question containing equilibrium number (concentration) of vacancies.
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The previous study [1], where the model was solved within the
BraggeWilliams (BeW) approximation, addressed speciﬁcally B2
AeB binary systems with energetically induced preference for Aantisite and A-vacancy formation. A wide space of atomeatom and
atomevacancy pair interactions was scanned and a range of interactions was found, for which antisite and vacancy concentrations
Cant and CV were proportional:

Cant ðTÞ
1
¼
CV ðTÞ
2

(1)

within ﬁnite intervals of temperature T.
The above effect was recognised as a signature for triple defect
formation. It is interesting that the proportionality (1) was observed
for appropriate pair-interaction energies in stoichiometric AB
systems, as well as in non-stoichiometric, both A-rich and B-rich
ones. In the case of the B-rich systems constitutional vacancies
remained at T / 0 K and at T > 0 K the proportionality (1) held only
for thermally activated defects. In parallel with the manifestation of
triple defect formation (Eq. (1)), the model yielded temperature
(B)
dependencies C(A)
V (T) and CV (T) of A- and B-vacancy concentrations e
the most interesting from the point of view of the general project. All
the results followed directly from the BeW solution of the thermodynamic model without any a priori assumptions of e.g. the absence
of B-vacancies, often made in literature.
Despite the promising results, implementation of the elaborated
BeW vacancy thermodynamics in the KMC simulations for
ordering kinetics (yielding in principle an exact solution of the pairinteraction Ising-type model) would undoubtedly violate the
consistency of the whole research.
The present paper presents the solution of the “lattice-gas”
model of vacancy thermodynamics in B2 triple defect binaries by
means of Semi-Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (SGCMC) simulations.
As shown in the following, the solution qualitatively reproduced
the main BeW results and yielded discretised CV(T) dependence e
directly applicable in the future KMC simulations. The preliminary
results of the SGCMC simulations have recently been presented on
the MRS Fall Meeting 2008 [6].
2. SGCMC simulations of ternary AeBeV B2-ordering lattice
gas
2.1. Principles
The methodology followed standard Monte Carlo techniques
steming from the idea of Binder et al. [7] and developed by many
authors for the sake of phase diagram determination (see e.g.
[8e13]). The procedure consists of the search for a set {mi} of
chemical potentials of the system components corresponding to
more than one composition of an open system. To the authors’
knowledge, such a method has up to now never been used in the
ﬁeld of vacancy thermodynamics. The previous Monte Carlo-based
approaches to the problem (see e.g. papers of Lim et al. [14,15])
were conceptually different.
In the present study the Semi-Grand Canonical Ensemble of the
AeBeV B2-ordering lattice gases was considered e i.e. variation of
the gas composition was constrained by a ﬁxed total number N of
the particles (i.e. lattice sites). In view of the ﬁxed volume following
from the rigid-lattice approach the equilibrium composition and
conﬁguration of the gas is thus determined at temperature T and
the chemical potentials {mi} (i ¼ A,B,V) of the component species by
a minimum of the Grand Potential functional U:

UðT; fmi g; frg; fNi gÞ ¼ FðT; frg; fNi gÞ 

X
i

mi Ni

(2)

where F, frg and Ni denote the free energy, set of variables e e.g.
cluster variables parameterizing the chemical conﬁguration and
the number of i-type particles, respectively.
P
Ni ¼ N.
It obviously holds:
i

Because of ﬁxed N it is convenient to handle functions and
parameters calculated per one particle:

U
N

¼ uðT; fmi g; frg; fC i gÞ ¼ f ðT; frg; fC i gÞ 

X

mi C i

(3)

i

where C i denotes the concentration of i-species in the lattice gas.
The equilibrium state of the lattice gas corresponding to the
minimum of u is produced by Semi-Grand Canonical Monte Carlo
(SGCMC) simulations run for particular T and {mi} by means of the
following algorithm [8]:
 Random choice of a single lattice site (the site is occupied by
a species “p” (A-atom, B-atom or vacancy V),
 Random choice of a species type “q”,
 Replacement of the species “p” by the species “q” with
Metropolis probability:

(

"

Pp/q ¼ min 1; exp 



DEp/q  mq  mp
kB T

#)
(4)

where DEp/q denotes the change of the system conﬁgurational
energy due to the p / q replacement. It is evaluated within
a particular model of the system implemented with the simulations
and depends on the current composition and conﬁguration of the
gas.
As follows from Eq. (4) (which is a consequence of ﬁxed N), the
problem is effectively parameterised by differences of chemical
potentials. In the following considerations two independent
parameters are used:

DmAV ¼ mA  mV

(5)

DmBV ¼ mB  mV
A series of SGCMC runs carried out in the way that the (DmAV, DmBV)
plane is scanned for ﬁxed T results in equilibrium
fC i;T ðDmAV ; DmBV Þg and frT ðDmAV ; DmBV Þg isotherms.
Possible decomposition of the lattice gas into vacancy-poor and
vacancy-rich phase within a miscibility gap is equivalent to
a discontinuous phase transition generated at temperature T by the

Fig. 1. C A ¼ C B sections of the concentration dependence of the BeW AeBeV lattice
gas u functional at T/TC ¼ 0.53 (where TC is orderedisorder temperature e see also
Section 4.1.1). The curves were calculated for three values of Dm ¼ mV  ðmA þ mB Þ=2.
The discontinuous phase transition occurs at Dm ¼ Dmð0Þ .
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ﬁeld of DmAV and DmBV and occurring between conﬁgurations
determined by distinct minima of u. At the transition point (Dm(0)
AV ,
Dm(0)
BV ) determining the relative chemical potentials in the co-existing phases, the minima become equal (Eq. (3), Fig. 1).
According to the Gibbs phase rule, at each temperature the
transition points related to two-phase equilibria form a line on the
(DmAV, DmBV) surface. Possible three- or more phase equilibria
(never detected within the present study) would, of course, be
represented at particular temperatures by single points on the
(DmAV, DmBV) surface.
The above discontinuous phase transitions show up as characteristic “facets” on the respective fC i;T ðDmAV ; DmBV Þg and
frT ðDmAV ; DmBV Þg isotherms. In fact, however, the occurrence of
metastable conﬁgurations results in a hysteresis of facet positions
(0)
and accurate determination of the (Dm(0)
AV , DmBV ) points requires
speciﬁc techniques described in subsequent sections.
In view of the particular interest of the present study, analysed
are mainly C V;T ðDmAV ; DmBV Þ isotherms as shown in Fig. 2.
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
The lower one of the two C V ;T ðDmAV ; DmBV Þ solutions is identiﬁed with the equilibrium vacancy concentration CV(T) in an AeB
(0)
crystal with CA/CB ratio determined by the point (Dm(0)
AV , DmBV ).
2.2. Details of the simulation technique
The lattice gas was simulated by generating a B2 supercell
(Fig. 3) with periodic boundary conditions.
The supercell was built of 15  15  15 bcc unit cells (i.e. with
6750 lattice sites), whose A- and B-sublattice sites (Fig. 3) were
ﬁlled with A-atoms, B-atoms and vacancies.
The study was pursued by repeating the following sequence of
steps at a series of temperatures (Fig. 4):
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Fig. 3. Scheme of B2 superstructure: C A-sublattice, B B-sublattice.

ðAÞ

hA ¼

NA
1
N
2

 CA

NA
1
N
2

 CA

ðAÞ

hV ¼

NV
1
N
2

 CV

NV
1
N
2

 CV

ðAÞ

¼

2N A  N A
NA

(6)

ðAÞ

¼

2N V  N V
NV

(7)

 Determination of temperature T,
 Preliminary localisation of the C V;T ðDmAV ; DmBV Þ facet by scanning a mesh of the entire (DmAV, DmBV) surface; each simulation
starting from the perfect B2 conﬁguration of the supercell with
C A ¼ C B ¼ 1=2; C V ¼ 0
d) lines on the (Dm , Dm ) surface corre Determination of S(Dm
AV
BV
sponding to ﬁxed selected equilibrium ratios d ¼ C B =ðC A þ C B Þ
(Fig. 4a);
 Accurate analysis of the facet by pursuing chains of “step-byd)
step” SGCMC simulations (see e.g. [10]) along particular S(Dm
lines crossing the C V ;T ðDmAV ; DmBV Þ facet (point A in Fig. 4):
each simulation starting from a conﬁguration produced by the
preceding one. The facets were crossed in both directions,
which resulted in hysteresis mentioned in Section 2 (Fig. 4b).
The resulting system conﬁguration was analysed by monitoring
MC time dependence of the values of N A , NB , NV and of the LRO and
SRO parameters deﬁned as:

Fig. 2. Typical C V;T ðDmAV ; DmBV Þ isotherm with a facet showing the discontinuous
phase transition.

Fig. 4. Scheme of the method for the evaluation of vacancy concentration: (a) Solid
line represents the trace of C V;T ðDmAV ; DmBV Þ facet, which is crossed at the point A by
ðdÞ
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
SDm path. Point B ðDmAV ; DmBV Þ is determined by means of thermodynamic integration
ðdÞ
ðdÞ
of the Grand Potential u along SDm ; (b) SDm ðC V Þ hysteresis. The inset shows a typical
result of the thermodynamic integration.
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ðBÞ

hB ¼

NB
1
N
2

 CB

NB
1
N
2

 CB

¼

ðBÞ
2N B

 NB
N
¼ A  hA þ
NB
NB



C V 1 þ NA
NB

1  CV

 hV

(8)

PNðBÞ
A

aA ¼

n
i ¼ 1 v;i
ðBÞ
NA

(9)

ðsÞ

where Ni denotes the number of i-type atoms occupying s-sublattice sites and nv,I denotes the number of vacancies being nearest
neighbours of an i-th A-antisite.
Each simulation run was continued until a saturation of the
monitored parameters was observed for 60% of the total number of
SGCMC steps and the equilibrium values of the parameters were
evaluated by taking arithmetic means from sets of randomly probed values appearing after the saturation of the corresponding
simulated MC time dependence (the averaging was done with
a special care so that possible correlations between the values are
eliminated).
The range of T was limited at the bottom by the low rate of the
SGCMC curve saturation and at the top by the critical temperature
of the miscibility gap of the AeBeV lattice gas.
Two procedures were applied to determine accurate values of
(0)
(Dm(0)
AV , DmBV ) (point B in Fig. 4) corresponding to the discontinuous
phase transformation of the system and to the equilibrium coexistence of the vacancy-poor and vacancy-rich phases of the lattice
gas: At low T, where the minima of uðC V Þ were localised at C V  1
and C V z1 the thermodynamic integration method proposed by
d) curves (see the inset
Dünweg et al. [9] was performed along the S(Dm
in Fig. 4b). Its reliability followed from the reference states (from
which the integration starts) to be safely chosen as an AeB binary
with no thermal vacancies and a purely vacant bcc lattice gas. The
results showed, however, that with increasing T the hysteresis
(0)
continuously shrunk and the values of Dm(0)
AV and DmBV resulted close
to the arithmetic means of its limits. Simultaneously, the accuracy
of the thermodynamic integration method deteriorated (see
(0)
Section 4.1.1) and, therefore, the values of Dm(0)
AV and DmBV corresponding to T/TC > 0.47 were estimated as arithmetic means of the
hysteresis limits.
Finally, the equilibrium vacancy concentration CV, as well as the
equilibrium values of the LRO and SRO parameters hA, hB, hV and aA
in the A1-dBd system at temperature T were identiﬁed with those
associated with the phase showing the lower value of C V corre(0)
sponding to (Dm(0)
AV , DmBV ).
3. Lattice gas Hamiltonian
Two particular models of the lattice gas were implemented:
 The Ising-type model with nearest neighbour (nn) pair interactions applied in the previous paper [1] to B2 triple defect AeB
systems.
 The embedded-atom (EAM) model elaborated by Mishin et al.
[16] for NieAl systems.

3.1. Ising-type model
The energy change DEp/q (Eq. (4)) was given by

DEp/q ¼

X

DNijðp/qÞ  Vij

(10)

ij

where i,j ¼ A,B,V; Vij denotes nn i/j pair-interaction energy and

DN(p/q)
denotes the change of the number of nn iej pairs in the
ij
system caused by the p / q exchange.
As brieﬂy mentioned in Section 1, when solving the model within
the BeW approximation [1] the adequacy of nn pair potentials Vij in
promoting triple defect formation was reﬂected by a resulting proportionality between antisite and vacancy concentrations in
a possibly wide temperature range. It was found that the appropriate parameters controlling the effect were:
Vasym
VAA  VBB
¼
W
2VAB  VAA  VBB

(11a)

and

VAV
VAV
VBV
¼
¼
W
2VAB  VAA  VBB
W

(11b)

The triple defect formation was found for Vasym/W > 0.4 and VAV/
W > 0.3 (see Fig. 9 in Ref. [1]). Particular values of the parameters
(necessary for effective calculations) were chosen rather arbitrarily
by putting: W ¼ 0.08 eV (the value yielding “orderedisorder”
temperature TC z 1850K in the AB system without vacancies),
VBB ¼ 0.05 eV and VVV ¼ 0. For the sake of the present study, Vij
parameters were evaluated with reference to the BeW results:
Vasym/W ¼ 0.875, VAV/W ¼ VBV/W ¼ 0.5. Correspondingly, the
following values of the nn pair-interaction parameters were
applied:

VAA ¼ 0:12 eV
VAB ¼ 0:125 eV

VBB ¼ 0:05 eV
VAV ¼ þ0:04 eV

VVV ¼ 0:0 eV

(12)

VBV ¼ 0:04 eV

3.2. EAM model
The EAM potential derived for NieAl [16] was implemented
with SGCMC simulations of NiAl. The potential was ﬁrst tested for
the reproducibility of the fundamental parameters of NiAl and then
the simulations were run with the energy difference DEp/q (Eq. (4))
calculated within a sphere covering 6 co-ordination zones of the
probed site.
4. Results
4.1. Ising AeBeV lattice gas model
4.1.1. General results
In qualitative consistency with the previous paper [1] detailed
analysis was done for three systems: A0.52B0.48-V (d ¼ 0.48),
A0.5B0.5-V (d ¼ 0.5) and A0.48B0.52-V (d ¼ 0.52). The greater departures from stoichiometry (with respect to those applied in Ref. [1])
were required because of the resolution Dd  0.1 of the determid) lines (see Section 2.2). It was found out that while at
nation of S(Dm
low temperatures the co-existing vacancy-poor and vacancy-rich
phases showed equal values of d (i.e. the gas decomposed along tie
lines oriented towards the V corner of the Gibbs triangle), this was
not exactly the case at temperatures close to the critical (consolute)
point. Although the tilt of the tie-line orientation was quite slight, it
was no longer strictly possible to identify particular A1-dBd systems
with vacancies as resulting from the decomposition of the same
lattice gas in the whole temperature range. Fig. 5 shows three
sections of the miscibility gap of the AeBeV lattice gas as revealed
by the SGCMC simulations. Only the vacancy-poor borders of the
sections correspond, however, in each case to strictly constant d.
The diagrams are scaled in a reduced-temperature T/TC, where TC(d)
denotes “orderedisorder” transition points determined for particular A1-dBd systems (see Section 4.1.2).
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Fig. 5. Sections of the miscibility gap of the AeBeV lattice gas. Vacancy-poor borders
of the sections correspond to: (a) A0.52B0.48eV (d ¼ 0.48); (b) A0.5B0.5eV (d ¼ 0.5); (c)
A0.48B0.52eV (d ¼ 0.52).

As follows in addition from Fig. 5c, the critical point of the
A0.48B0.52-V section of the miscibility gap appeared close to TC,
which generated especially high uncertainty of the related SGCMC
results (grey area in Figs.5c, 6c, 7c, 8c, 9e and f).
4.1.2. Long-range order
Continuous B2 4 A2 “orderedisorder” transition was observed
in all the three A1-dBd binary systems examined. While all the hA, hB
and hV LRO parameters reached zero value at the same temperature
TC (TC ¼ 1.72  W/kB for d ¼ 0,5), their temperature dependences
differed one from another showing the deﬁnite preference for Aantisite formation at T < TC (Fig. 6).
4.1.3. Correlated vacancy and antisite concentration and
conﬁguration
As follows from the phase diagrams (Fig. 5) the total vacancy
concentration CV increased with temperature showing the highest
value in A0.48B0.52.
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Fig. 6. Reduced-temperature dependences of LRO parameters in (a) A0.52B0.48; (b)
A0.5B0.5; (c) A0.48B0.52. C hA , B hB , D hV .

Vacancies were generated predominantly on the A-sublattice
(almost only A-vacancies formed at lower temperatures). The
(B)
coincidence of the C(A)
V (T/TC) and CV (T/TC) curves at T/TC ¼ 1 was
close
to
T
(Fig.
7). The concentration C(A)
due to a decrease of C(A)
V
C
V of
A-vacancies remaining in A0.48B0.52 down to the lowest temperatures (Fig. 7c) was deﬁnitely higher than in the case of d ¼ 0.48 and
d ¼ 0.5 (Fig. 7a and b).
and C(B)
with increasing
The asymmetric increase of C(A)
V
V
temperature was accompanied by a similar behaviour of antisite
(A)
concentrations C(B)
A and CB (Fig. 8) showing a markedly preferential formation of A-antisites. In the case of the system A0.52B0.48 the
concentration C(B)
A of A-antisites remaining down to the lowest
temperature was deﬁnitely the highest (Fig. 8a).
4.1.4. Triple defect formation
Following the idea of our previous paper [1], the simulation
results were inspected for triple defect formation by analysing
temperature dependencies of the ratio of antisite and vacancy
concentrations. The results are shown in Fig. 9, where three variants of the “triple defect indicator” TDI were deﬁned as follows:
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Fig. 7. Reduced-temperature dependences of vacancy concentrations on sublattices in:
ðAÞ
ðBÞ
(a) A0.52B0.48; (b) A0.5B0.5; (c) A0.48B0.52, C CV , -CV .

ðBÞ

TDI ¼

ðAÞ

C A þ CB
CV


TDIACT ¼

 

ðBÞ
ðBÞ
ðAÞ
ðAÞ
CA  CA ðT/0Þ þ CB  CB ðT/0Þ
CV  CV ðT/0Þ


ðAÞ

TDIACT ¼

(13)


ðBÞ
ðBÞ
CA  CA ðT/0Þ
ðAÞ

ðAÞ

CV  CV ðT/0Þ

(14)

(15)

Formulae (14) and (15) deﬁne TDI parameters accounting exclusively for thermally activated vacancies and antisites e i.e. with
subtracted concentrations of constitutional defects.
Well-marked plateaux of TDIACT ¼ 1/2 and TDI(A)
ACT ¼ 1/2 were
observed for ﬁnite temperature ranges for all the three examined
systems (in the case of d ¼ 0.5 TDI ¼ TDIACT). In contrary, no plateaux
were shown by the TDI curves in the case of A0.52B0.48 and A0.48B0.52.

Fig. 8. Reduced-temperature dependences of antisite concentrations in: (a) A0.52B0.48;
ðBÞ
ðAÞ
(b) A0.5B0.5; (c) A0.48B0.52: - CA , CCB .

The result is in agreement with the previous one obtained
within the BeW approximation [1] and indicates that the correlated triple defect-like thermal generation of vacancies and antisite
defects in the system takes place on both sides of the stoichiometric
composition A0.5B0.5. An increasing temperature disturbs the
correlation in the way that antisite generation becomes predominating. Comparison of the TDIACT and TDI(A)
ACT curves (wider
temperature range for TDI(A)
ACT plateau) shows in addition that the
plateau disturbance is triggered by the activation of the energetically costly B-vacancy and B-antisite formation.
The character of the triple defects generated in the A0.5B0.5
system was examined by analysing the temperature dependence of
the SRO parameter aA (Eq. (13), Fig. 10).
Despite an increase with increasing temperature aA resulted
always deﬁnitely lower than 1 e in particular, in the temperature
range of the TDI plateau (Fig. 9c, d). This means that the triple
defects were of purely statistical character e i.e. no nn complexes of
two A-vacancies and one A-antisite were generated. This result,
though being a natural consequence of VAV > 0 (Eq. (12)), is not
trivial, which will be discussed in Section 5.
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(A)
Fig. 9. Reduced-temperature dependence of Triple Defect Indicators TDI. A0.52B0.48: (a) TDI, (b) C TDIACT, BTDI(A)
ACT; A0.5B0.5: (c) TDI ¼ TDIACT, (d) TDIACT; A0.48B0.52: (e) TDI, (f) C
TDIACT, B TDI(A)
ACT.

4.2. Reliability: EAM NieAleV lattice gas model e comparison of CV
with experimental results
As announced in Section 3.2 equilibrium vacancy concentration
at 1500 K was determined for NiAl by implementing the SGCMC
procedure with the most recent EAM potentials elaborated for
NieAl [16]. Effective interatomic interactions up to the 6th coordination zone were taken into account and a supercell built of
10  10  10 B2 unit cells with periodic boundary conditions
allowed the computations to be performed within a reasonable
CPU time.
Fig. 11a shows the observed hysteresis loop analogous to the one
of Fig. 4b indicating efﬁciency of the method now implemented
with the EAM formalism.
It was found out that the EAM NieAleV lattice gas decomposed
into almost pure vacancies and almost perfectly B2-ordered NiAl
with very low vacancy concentration. The thermodynamic inteð0Þ
ð0Þ
gration procedure leading to the determination of ðDmNiV ; DmAlV Þ
was thus simpliﬁed by putting constant Du ¼ 0 for the vacancyreach phase (Fig. 11b).
Because of very low number of the vacancies generated in the
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
vacancy-poor phase at ðDmNiV ; DmAlV Þ and consequently high level
ðAÞ
ðBÞ
of ﬂuctuations only the order of magnitude CV f103 ; CV z0 was
determined. The result was, however, in surprisingly good agreement with the value of CV resulting from the extrapolation of the
experimental data reported by Schaeffer et al. [2] to T ¼ 1500 KK

and even in better agreement with those obtained by Zobel (see
Ref. [18] and reference therein).
The reliability of the above result suffers, however, from the
negligence of lattice relaxation: the EAM potential was implemented in rigid-lattice SGCMC simulations. Further extension of
the procedure upon e.g. lattice and atomic positions relaxation
routine (see e.g. [19,20]) would force additional reduction of the
sample size making the calculations deﬁnitely useless. Possible
effect of the lattice relaxation on the resulting vacancy concentration in NiAl may, however, be roughly assessed by considering the

Fig. 10. Reduced-temperature dependence of the SRO parameter aA in A0.5B0.5.
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Fig. 11. SGCMC simulation of NiAl modelled with EAM energetics [16] at T ¼ 1500 K:
ð0:5Þ
(a) SDm ðC V Þ hysteresis; (b) result of thermodynamic integration.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the SGCMC and BeW solution of the AeBeV Ising lattice gas
ðAÞ
ðAÞ
model of Fig. 12 after putting VAV ¼ VBV ¼ 0: (a) SGCMC CV C; BeW CV solid line,
ðBÞ
ðBÞ
SGCMC CV B, BeW CV dashed line; (b) SGCMC TDI C, BeW TDI solid line.

values of triple defect formation energy calculated within the EAM
formalism in relaxed and unrelaxed NiAl lattice:
ðrelaxedÞ

ETD

ðunrelaxedÞ

¼ 2:28 eV ½16; ETD

¼ 2:45 eV

Taking into account that both in Mishin et al. [16] and our calculations, NiAl shows pure triple defect behaviour e i.e. only Nivacancies are generated in correlation with Ni-antisites, standard
exponential dependence of vacancy concentration CV on CTD may
be reasonably assumed and:
ðrelaxedÞ

CV

ðTÞzexp
ðunrelaxedÞ

CV

"

ðunrelaxedÞ

ETD

ðrelaxedÞ

 ETD
kB T

#
(16)

At T ¼ 1500 K the above ratio approximates 3.7, which means that
lattice relaxation should not affect the order of magnitude of the
estimated CV.
(B)
It is remarkable that the ﬂuctuating values of C(A)
V and CA yiel2
a
¼
1/2,
but
the
low
value
of
ded a stable level of TDI(A)
ACT
A f10
again indicated the statistical character of triple defects. The result
is non-trivial because in contrary to the case of the Ising A0.5B0.5, the
0 K formation energy for nn triple defects was in the EAM NiAl by
4% lower than the formation energy for the statistical (separated)
triple defects.

5. Discussion and conclusions
5.1. General remarks on the applied lattice-gas decomposition
model
Fig. 12. Comparison of the SGCMC and BeW solution of the AeBeV Ising lattice gas
ðAÞ
model with nn pair-interaction parameters given by Eq. (15): (a) SGCMC CV C; BeW
ðAÞ
ðBÞ
ðBÞ
CV solid line, SGCMC CV B, BeW CV dashed line;(b) SGCMC TDI C, BeW TDI solid
line.

The lattice-gas decomposition model for equilibrium vacancy
concentration in B2-ordering binary systems was solved by means
of SGCMC simulations. The presented results correspond mainly to
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the Ising gas with nn pair-interaction parameters used previously
in the BeW approximation [1] and yielding the tendency for triple
defect formation. The study should be regarded as modelling pure
chemical ordering phenomena, which in a real system occur
together with processes controlled by other degrees of freedom. In
the case of the intermetallic compounds addressed by the study
(ﬁrst of all NieAl) the crystalline lattice appears less stable than the
B2 superstructure and the system shows almost perfect LRO up to
the melting point. Consequently, the scale of ordering phenomena
observed in the real systems is very ﬁne and their simulation
modelling is impossible by means of samples with sizes allowing
the results to be obtained within realistic CPU time. The concept
of the modelling presented in the paper (aiming in the elucidation
of the correlated generation of vacancies and antisite defects) was
to look at the processes through a speciﬁc “magnifying glass”,
which consisted of the application of appropriately scaled system
energetics. Realistic NieAl EAM potentials were applied only for the
sake of a quantitative veriﬁcation of the model. Because of the
limited sample size, however, the number of the generated
vacancies was so small that only the order of magnitude of their
concentration was estimated e appearing in a good agreement
with the experimental data.
In contrary to the preceding BeW approach [1] where particular
quasi-binary (AeB)eV lattice gases with ﬁxed d were considered
separately, the present SGCMC formalism was based on the analysis
of the entire ternary AeBeV system. The approach lead to a more
general interpretation of the lattice-gas decomposition model: A
particular A1-dBd crystal with equilibrium vacancy concentration
should not be identiﬁed at each temperature with the vacancy-poor
product of the decomposition of a A1-dBdeV lattice gas, but should
rather be considered as a vacancy-poor A1-dBdeV lattice gas phase
being in equilibrium with a vacancy-rich A1-d1Bd1eV one with d1 not
necessarily equal to d. Non-negligible tilt of the lattice-gas decomposition tie lines from the d ¼ const orientation was, however,
observed only at temperatures close to TC and thus, the previous
procedure [1] may be regarded as an acceptable approximation.
5.2. Triple defect formation in B2-ordering AeB binary systems
The triple defect formation in A1-dBd probed in the present
paper by the 1/2 plateaux on the TDI (T/TC), TDIACT (T/TC) and
TDI(A)
ACT (T/TC) dependences was a consequence of the applied
energetics (Ising and EAM) promoting the formation of A-atisites
and A-vacancies. It is remarkable that in the case of the Ising
energetics the TDI curves showed the 1/2 plateaux only after
“reinforcing” the A-vacancy formation preference with repulsive
A-atom-vacancy interaction.
An increase of temperature activated long-range disordering
showing preferential generation of A-antisites (Figs. 6 and 8)
accompanied by almost exclusive formation of A-vacancies (Fig. 7).
Although the formation of B-antisites and B-vacancies was delayed
in the temperature scale, the system disordered at a particular
temperature TC where all the LRO parameters (Eqs. (5e7)) reached
simultaneously their zero values. The “orderedisorder” transition
exhibited a continuous character, which, due to the preferential
generation of A-antisites and A-vacancies, induced the character(B)
istic shape of the temperature dependencies C(A)
V (T/TC) and CV (T/
TC)of vacancy concentrations on A- and B-sublatticies (Fig. 7) e in
particular, a decrease of C(A)
V in the vicinity of T ¼ TC was observed.
Lack of an experimental evidence of the effect follows from the fact
that most of real triple defect systems show almost perfect LRO up
to the melting point.
The vacancy concentration markedly depended on the system
composition and gradually increased with increasing d (Fig. 7).
Remarkably, the antisite concentration manifested an inverted d-
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dependence (Fig. 8). This result was directly related to the way the
system compensated the departure from stoichiometric composition
d ¼ 1/2: while the deﬁcit of A-atoms (d > 1/2) was predominantly
compensated by A-vacancies, excess A-atoms (d < 1/2) predominantly occupied antisite positions on the B-sublattice. The effect has
been well known as the formation of constitutional point defects
(vacancies or antisites) whose concentration does not vanish at
T / 0 K. Such a behaviour may indeed be deduced from the graphs of
Figs. 7c and 8a.
The analysis of TDIACT (T/TC) curves (Fig. 9aef) indicated that,
similarly as in the BeW solution [1], the concentrations of thermally
activated antisites and vacancies determined by SGCMC simulations
remained in a constant proportion of 1/2 within ﬁnite low
temperature intervals; the effect being observed both for d < 1/2
and d > 1/2. An increase of TDIACT at higher temperatures indicated
that the equilibrium antisite concentration in the system was
becoming higher than that resulting from triple defect formation
and that “hybrid” defects (triple defects and single antisites) [17]
were activated. The comparison of the TDIACT and TDI(A)
ACT curves
(Fig. 9b,d,f) shows in addition that the hybridization of defects was
mainly due to the activation of B-antisite and B-vacancy formation.
The latter ﬁnding is of great importance for the planned KMC
modelling of the “ordereorder” kinetics in the triple defect B2 AeB
binaries as due the high energetic cost, the process of B-antisite and
B-vacancy formation is supposed to be highly sluggish.
The ﬁnal comment concerns the short-range antisite-vacancy
correlations observed in the conﬁgurations generated in the
samples by SGCMC simulations. As follows from the presented
results, the statistical character of the created triple defects resulted
not only from the simulations of an Ising system with nn pairinteraction energies naturally promoting the separation of A-antisites and A-vacancies, but also from the simulations of NiAl
modelled with EAM energetics promoting nn triple defect
complexes. The result apparently points at the importance of
conﬁgurational entropy effects at non-zero temperatures. On the
other hand, preliminary results of the “ab initio” analysis carried
out in the ICM Centre, Warsaw University suggest that the separation of triple defects in NiAl leads rather to a decrease of the
conﬁgurational energy [21]. Such a behaviour was also observed in
the EAM-modelled FeAl [22].
5.3. SGCMC simulations and BeW approximaton
Results of studies of phase equilibria carried out within BeW
approximation and by means of SGCMC simulations have been
compared and discussed in diverse contexts (see e.g. Refs. [15,23]).
The SGCMC results reported in the present paper appear in a full
qualitative agreement with the BeW ones. Using an improved
software enabling more accurate function minimization, the BeW
ðnÞ
CV ðT=TC Þ and TDI (T/TC) curves have been re-calculated. Although
the main conclusions reported in Ref. [1] remained deﬁnitely
correct, the detailed shape of the new curves was modiﬁed.
ðnÞ
Fig. 12a,b shows the SGCMC and the new BeW CV ðT=TC Þ and TDI
(T/TC) curves obtained for the same Ising AeBeV lattice gas with nn
pair-interaction parameters given by Eq. (12).
BeW calculations resulted in generally higher vacancy concentration and while the SGCMC C(A)
V curve decreased in the vicinity of
the “orderedisorder” transition point, the BeW one showed only
an inﬂection. Both approaches yielded deﬁnite 1/2 plateau of TDI at
T=TC < 0:5 (Fig. 12b); the stronger increase of the SGCMC curve at
higher temperatures followed again from the considerably lower
SGCMC vacancy concentration close to T ¼ TC.
Quite similar qualitative agreement between the SGCMC and
BeW results was achieved when removing atom-vacancy pairinteraction and putting VAV ¼ VBV ¼ 0 (Fig. 13).
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The TDI curves in Fig. 13b illustrate in addition that neither
SGCMC, nor BeW thermodynamics yielded deﬁnite triple defecttype chemical disordering in the Ising AeBeV lattice gas without
non-zero nn atom-vacancy interactions.
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